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About This Game

“Squadron: Sky Guardians” has been designed in three stages at different time periods (1942, 1981, and 2016, respectively) in
the combat flight simulator genre. In 1942, following the invasion of the Allied Forces to Iran during the World War II, USSR
and Britain entered the northern and southern borders of Iran, respectively, and advanced into the country. The pilot’s duty is to

defend the borders, protect the domestic facilities and support friendly forces. In the second stage (the Iran-Iraq War), the
invasion of Iraq to Iran in 1984 leads to a number of flight missions to oppose the enemy forces from advancing into the

southern and southwestern borders of country. In 2016, in the final stage, a number of terrorist acts take place in religious cities
of Karbala and Samarra by ISIS and the mission is to fly border patrols and identification, defend the country, and to cover the

Iraqi forces.

Game features:

1-Combat flight simulator through an arcade controller
2-An intriguing story at three historical periods (1942, 1981, and 2016)
3-More than 10 minutes of documentary narration of historical events

4-25 minutes of exclusive music
5-10 specific missions

6-Attractive graphics and simulation of distinct locations
7-Control of classic propeller-driven aircrafts (F-04 and F-14) in World War II

8-More than 2 hours of gameplay
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Title: Squadron: Sky Guardians
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RSK Entertainment
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 2.8 GHz (dual Core) processor or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 730, ATI Radeon 6650 or equivalent card with at least 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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If you liked the fist one you're in for a treat. More modes, more unlocables, a much needed graphics update (it's still simple, but
much more effective than the first). New enemys, waves of attacks, and planets that will follow you until you either destroy
them or take a hit. The mechanics are still the same (this is a twin-sticker after all), and I'm still on the fence about the music.
It's part retro and part electronic, but in the end if it bothers you just mute it; It makes the game sounds sound like it's an old
arcade game. There are leaderboards for all the events, but at this early stage only a few people are on it. A well recommeded
purchase if this type of game is your thing.. Pros:
+ Lots of new play modes
+ Some heroes have really fun abilities to toy with
+ Good amount of new content for the price

Cons:
- None\/Same cons as the base game; if you liked the base game, then you will probably like this expansion

Overall: This expansion pack to the base game offers a few new game "modes". Essentially, you now have the option to
change your hero to a lot of new heroes. Instead of the normal "Adventurer" you can now be a Shadow Operative or a
Warlord. These heroes have various abilities and weaknesses that make the game easier in some ways, harder in others.
The monk, for example, absolutely destroys undead but cannot amass wealth. It changes the core game strategy enough
to make it feel fresh again. Some are challenging, some are just plain fun. Most are both at once.

Bottom Line: Worth it if you like the base game.. Extremly useful for re texturing, making mods etc. Had no issues
with it so far and the ImagetoPAA is very useful!. Everything works but that's about all that can be said.
Aiming is a joke, bullets hit whatever is close enough and near the reticule.
Tedious grinding to unlock new mechs that don't stay unlocked.
Boring. Play Mech Warrior Online instead.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/_IQ7r_V-1_8. This game can be broken down into 2 parts.
30% Deck Building.
70% Luck.

The battles are auto-generated so it's all about hoping for the right cards to come out at the right moment.
It's actually enjoyable to play believe it or not. I surprised myself.

Yes there is a big loss timer, but it just cuts your health by half during this process so you can still play. Just keep mashing the
same fight and eventually you'll win (if you got decent cards of course).

Don't get the Platinum Booster. I'd rather 4x Silver packs.

Prices in the game are a bit rough when it comes to paying with gems for extra leveling slots, and unlocking in-game events.

Some of the card combinations you face are unbeatable, but thankfully their deck changes when you take them on again.

The game also gets difficult pretty fast with tons of high level zones. You can still beat them though, just will take some replays.
I've been taking on level 50 - 65 decks with a level 40 - 44 decks. It's all in the card types.

If you like addictive brainless gameplay - this is it.. I bought this game as a competition to see how
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games could get. All of my friends games got blown out of the water, the window, the
world, and the universe.

Okay, so the game-play......oh boy, where do i start?
You think the first 5 minutes of skyrim is boring? oh god, most of my hours was completing the first damn level. I couldn't find
the required items without using a guide, and even using the guide was difficult. It took me 30 Minutes to find the sword (what
you require) using a guide. The map is so large for finding one damn thing, and the rest of the last level? you guessed, finding
keys to unlock doors to give you more keys. There is really only one good part of the game, the buggy mechanics. I BHOPed all
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over the castle and killed myself laughing from the mechanics more then what i did do the finding. Also, there are dead
civilians, not scary at least since there is one death face, even for females. and that death face is a males face.

"Lord gaben, next time, could you please recommend me a better game then this 0.5% completed game? Thank you lord, lord
gaben". Heckpoint is an awsome fun time! well worth the $10. The devs are dedicated to improving and adding content to the
game! They will listen and consider any feedback. Keep it up guys!!
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More easy going match three games, I like them.. I suppose this could work to introduce someone to the Nancy Drew saga if
they want a "tutorial level", but honestly it doesn't leave a good impression in terms of its characters, story, difficulty, and in-
depth puzzle solving. The answer to every puzzle falls into your lap, and there were so few puzzles anyway that it made me feel
like I was just going through the motions. Plus Ned gives you the exact solution whenever you just ask for a hint, and that really
bugs me because I love little hints, but I hate having my hand held. I finished the game without even having to confront most of
the clues I found throughout it, and it felt weird that these "clues" are actually disconnected from the case your trying to solve. I
beat this game in like two hours, the other two hours you see here are from leaving the game on to watch a movie.

So eh. I wouldn't bother with it. If you bought it with the collector's pack like I did, that's fine, give it a shot. But don't expect
very much.. New units, more big maps, more fun!. One great add on! Highly detailed! I like how you have to actually start the
prop with your mouse and that you can manage you payload and even add a passenger that will talk to you. Highly
recommended! You get a few versions of the cub, you get one on skies, one on floats, and one on wheels.. After trying the demo
for interworlds. I became very interested in what the creator would do with the mechanics (mini world especially) and
unfortunately I cannot recommend this game at this time.

Pros : (They ARE there!)
The concepts are sound, and the visuals impressive for an early stage of development. The creator has even updated the visuals
to be more framerate friendly even with ragdoll physics. The levels feels lush and like they didn't just slap some geometry
together.

But what it has in flair it lacks in substance.
Cons :
Mechanically right now this game is clunky, and not player friendly. Controls are locked unnecessarily when tools are present.
Thinking outside the box isn't rewarded, and certain in-game interactions conflict with the theme the game is trying to promote.
Let me present some examples.

The mini world offers players the opportunity to move MUCH larger objects than themselves, and it creates some fun
interactions with the world. One part lets you place a bridge across an otherwise unpassable river. One part lets you use a
massive block as cover from a handful of archery goblins! However, my phrasing is deliberate when I say it "Lets you" do these
things. What if you try something new? Lets use the bridge on a different part of the riverbank to get behind the goblins... Nope,
it locks into place to create the only traversable walkway. What if you want to use that large block to SMASH the goblins
instead of use it as cover? Nope... passes right through them. What if I want to teleport or quickly access mini world with my
sword hand? NOPE gotta un-equip the sword first. No "auto-sheath" function, really? And you can only access many features
from pedestal boxes with the necessary piece you need for the obstacle. For example, a "boss" stands between you and the end
of the level, and you qickly find your sword is useless. Instead you are offered a fireball spell that needs to be pulled from the
box for EACH use. Standing still means the boss doesn't even kill you however, so it's NOT very threatening. Just another
exercise in tedium to finish EXACTLY what the game intends you to do.

TLDR:
This game has GREAT potential, but someone with some game design background should work with the creator to flesh out the
mechanics and breath some life into this already potential filled project. As it stands however, I find it unplayable due to being
bland and nit-picky about what you're allowed to do at any given moment.. Overall Score: 4.5\/5

---{Gameplay}---
\u2611 Try not to get addicted
\u2610 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad

---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2611 Good
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\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2611 mythical
\u2610Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad

---{Story}---
\u2610 Will make you cry or smile alot
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2611 Lovely
\u2610 Something isnt nothing I guess

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press a bunch of buttons
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult. I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.. Short, but fun, with good
BP payout and an interesting story. On Survival, it makes great practice in dealing with enemies quickly and effectively. It's a
little overpriced, but it's a DLC anyone who enjoyed RER2 should have.
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